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Laax 2016
83rd International Session of the European Youth Parliament (EYP) 
The fourth of its kind in Switzerland
Organised by a team of 20 young people from all over Switzerland and beyond

The Session in Numbers
7th until 16th of October 2016
10 days in Laax (GR)
Over 300 students aged 16-25, 40+ nationalities
Debating 15 topics related to social, political or economic issues Europe or European 
countries are currently facing

The Session Theme
“Young and Innovative Ideas for a Sustainable Future”
Focus on innovation, technology and sustainability
Emphasis on how we, young adults of Europe, can contribute to a more sustainable future 
Implementation of the theme in the committee topics, programme and organisational 
process

Our Goals Are
An intense exchange of ideas between young people from all over Europe 
The promotion of international co-operation and intercultural understanding 
Providing a platform for young people to discuss current issues
The development of new, visionary ideas and solutions to current problems

The Program Includes
Teambuilding and Communication Training 
Discussion and tackling of a topic in Committees 
Parliamentary General Assembly
An attractive complementary program

N.B.: Please note that all information concerning the programme and venues is subject 
to change.

LAAX 2016: The Idea



The Theme of the Session

The theme of the session is Young and Innovative Ideas for a Sustainable 
Future. This will be the  fil rouge which will guide every bit of the session. 
There will be a major focus on sustainability, and specifically the role of 
technology, through innovation, and the youth, through its engagement 
in civil society and in politics, in the process of building a more sustainable 
future for all.

The goal of our session is to go beyond the theoretical discussion of politi-
cal and economic topics and come up with innovative ideas that connect 
with reality and daily behaviours. By this, we aim at offering an experience 
which will contribute to realise the hopes and dreams of the participants 
in shaping the future advocated throughout the session through personal 
action. One mean to achieve this goal could be a short action plan ad-
dressing european youth elaborated alongside the resolution. Furthermo-
re, all participants will be encouraged to do something about the issues 
they care about beyond the session and given the opportunity to launch 
projects in their home countries in collaboration with our sponsors.

Why Laax?

Laax 2016 will be a unique event on many levels. The loca-
tion, far from a buzzing city centre and in the midst of an im-
pressive scenery, greatly contributes to this special feeling. 
Thanks to our partnership with Weisse Arena Gruppe, we 
can guarantee an excellent framework for the participants. 
By gathering our participants in such a setting, with only the 
punctual input from experts and speakers as contact to the 
outer world, we hope to be able to create a special atmo-
sphere and excellent working environment.



Friday 7th October
Delegates’ arrivals 
Welcome dinner/party

Saturday 8th October
Teambuilding, part I 
Eurovillage

Sunday 9th October
Teambuilding, part II
Committee Dinner
Torchlight hike

Monday 10th October
Opening Ceremony with guest spea-
kers 
Committee Work, Part I
Forum Event

Tuesday 11th October
Committee Work Part II 
Ideas, Opportunities and Impact Fair 
(IOIF)

Wednesday 12th October
Committee Work, Part III 
Resolution typing
Delegation Dinners
Theme party

Thursday 13th October
Culture Day
General Assembly preparation
Euroconcert

Friday 14th October
General Assembly, Part I 
Swiss Night

Saturday 15th October
General Assembly, Part II 
Closing ceremony 
Gala Night (& EYP Switzerland 20th 
Anniversary)

Sunday 16th October
Departures

Program of the Session
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Forum Event

The delegates have the chance to listen to 
presentations by experts and discuss with 
them. 

Swiss Night

An evening that is all about the Swiss cultu-
re and food. 

Gala Night

The success of EYP Switzerland over the last 
two decades will be celebrated in a truly Eu-
ropean ambience.

Culture Day

The participants will participate in different 
activities in the surroundings of Laax and di-
scover the treasures of the region.

IOIF

An opportunity for the participants to con-
nect with our partners and engage with 
their vision for a sustainable future, poten-
tially developing projects to be implemented 
after the session.



Young and Innovative Ideas for a Sustainable Future

At the core of the concept of Laax 2016, the 83rd International Session of the 
European Youth Parliament (EYP), is its theme and the way it will be implemen-
ted. Indeed, our motto does not only serve as the central point from which the 
topics will be drafted but also as a guideline for the whole session. We are stri-
ving to organise a session that represents the goals laid out in our theme and is 
in itself as sustainable and as innovative as possible. We believe that, as young 
Europeans, it is important to not only debate about solutions to current issues 
but also seek how we can contribute to resolve them ourselves. We wish to in-
vite and encourage all participants to take the steps to build a better future for 
all, with emphasis on the following core areas.

Sustainability

The 21st century has seen a surgence in the 
notion of sustainability, and its application to 
many facets of our world. Our societies have 
come to realise how urgently we need to move 
towards a more sustainable way of living on 
all fronts, leaving behind the old mentality of 
immediacy and instead looking towards long-
term and at the same time realistic thinking. 
Today we face many challenges, but as the 
saying goes: “the best time to plant a tree was 
30 years ago, the second-best time is now”. In 
order to design and implement our sustainabi-
lity strategy, we will reach out and collabora-
te with a wide range of experts and organisa-
tions active in this field. There will be initiatives 
at the session, involving all participants, which 
strive not only to minimise the impact of the 
session on the environment, but also to seek 
ways of generating a positive impact through 
the participants and in society - also beyond 
their time spent in Laax. Concretely, we will for 
instance share knowledge and tips about how 
anyone can reduce their daily energy or water 
consumption and sensibilise all participants to 
the thematic of reducing waste and recycling.



Innovation

Another key aspect of our session theme is to promote innovation. Not 
only will participants convey their ideas through their resolutions, we also 
want to offer concrete opportunities to network with representatives from 
the private, public, and civil society sectors and even give them a chance to 
pitch their project proposals to potential partners during the Ideas, Oppor-
tunities and Impact Fair (IOIF). We are in particular interested in showing 
how sustainability, rather than be a limitation, can in fact act as a trigger 
for innovation and lead the way towards positive change. Not only is inno-
vation important for our session concept, we also consider it crucial to keep 
innovating within our organisation. Together with our Advisory Council, and 
later on the other Officials’ teams, we will be exploring additional options to 
maximise the potential of such a long session as an educational and inspi-
ring experience for everyone involved. 

Inclusivity

We wish to establish firm roots and con-
nections with the local population and their 
culture. Regional artists and entrepreneurs will 
be given the possibility to share their traditions 
and ideas through interaction with participan-
ts. Various approaches towards the inclusion 
of refugees or other vulnerable groups are 
also being considered for programme elemen-
ts. Outreach and inclusivity are a core part of 
the international strategy of the EYP. By in turn 
making this aim a key focus of the Laax vision, 
we contribute to the development of EYP and 
its National Committees towards a more inclu-
sive organisation. We also are aiming to cover 
the travel costs within Switzerland for all par-
ticipants and furthermore provide travel reim-
bursements for delegations that are struggling 
with their financial situation. In doing so, we 
hope to support National Committees in se-
lecting participants from all socio-economic 
backgrounds.



Young and Innovative Ideas for a Sustainable Future

Collaboration

Our International Sessions enable an impressive amount of cross-border and 
cross-cultural collaboration. Indeed, bringing together young people from all over 
the continent is in itself the founding stone for our events and provides all partici-
pants with the skills needed to engage in fruitful inter-cultural exchange. We be-
lieve that only through collaboration will we be able to overcome the challenges 
our world is currently facing. Beyond this, collaboration at our events spurs a cycle 
of inspiration and ideas allowing us to outgrow ourselves and face challenges 
head-on. Building on the established International Session framework, strengthe-
ning collaboration between the officials’ teams, as well as between committees, 
can further contribute to engaging debates and an inspiring session atmosphe-
re. These goals will be achieved through, amongst others, holding a training we-
ekend, the TRYC (Training for Responsible Young Citizenship), bringing together 
all three officials’ teams instead of only the chairs, as well as through focus groups 
and particular slots during which delegates work together on other resolutions. 
The collaboration between participants and our partners, for example through 
the Forum Event and the Fair, will further strengthen these young ideas. Our hope 
is that collaboration in the context of this International Session will help all parti-
cipants to generate a more positive impact in their future endeavours. 

Youth

As an international youth organisation, we carry the responsibility of preparing 
this generation for tomorrow’s challenges. It consequently must be at the cen-
ter of our efforts to not only impart knowledge, but also to foster the inherent 
potential in every young participant to become a responsible actor in their own 
lives and communities. At the same time, we also believe the youth to be in the 
best position to address current and future issues in an innovative way, chal-
lenging the status quo. Additionally, an International Session of the EYP holds a 
tremendous potential for change, which we want to harness through supporting 
concrete projects developed by the participants in groups or as individuals. Going 
beyond the resolutions but still relying on the known framework of the committee 
work is a chance to promote the sense of responsibility. With our approach, we 
will enable young minds to tackle the challenging issues of today’s world - for a 
better tomorrow for us and generations to come.



Neutrality

Independence and nonpartisanship as core 
values of the EYP are key to our network’s 
credibility and success. As a forum for di-
scussion we do not only welcome all opi-
nions, but also show that Europe is much 
more than any single  institution. We belie-
ve that we need to consider political issues 
affecting our continent on a broader scale. 
Therefore, committees will not be asked to 
only think within the competences of a par-
ticular institution and topics will include di-
mensions of international collaboration and 
politics beyond the European Union. 

Bringing young people from all over Europe to Laax, a small mountain village in 
the middle of a UNESCO world heritage site, has a wonderful symbolism. We wish 
to connect all participants to the surroundings, the nature of Graubünden and di-
scover the cultural diversity of Switzerland and beyond. It is in this geographical 
context that we hope to offer a place for experimentation and discovery. Thanks to 
an innovative approach, loyalty to our values, and coherence in our actions, we can 
truly foster the creation and development of young ideas.

By providing them with a committed and coherent organising framework, we will 
enable participants to harness the best learning experience possible from this 
exceptional event. With local inspiration, we can tackle global challenges: being 
young Europeans, we shall take on the responsibility to drive our organisation and 
society forward.



Our Venues, Your Venues

Riders Palace

This hotel is built with youth 
in mind and especially young 
snowboarders. The Riders 
Palace will host the delega-
tes, the Fair, the General As-
sembly and other events.

signinahotel

With a cosy and essential de-
sign featuring natural mate-
rials and warm colours, this 
4-star hotel is likely to host 
the session officials.

rocksresort

The rocksresort is a Design 
Hotel composed by indipen-
dent flats. This venue could 
host some session officials 
and/or part of the Commit-
tee Work rooms.



Casa Prima

Casa Prima is a set of full fe-
atured apartments and it is 
part of the signinahotel. This 
is where the organisers will 
be accommodated.

Bündnerhaus

Wood furnished and char-
ming, the rustic Bündnerhaus 
is also part of the signinaho-
tel and the perfect accom-
modation venue for the ac-
companying teachers.

Mariastein Castle

The Mariastein castle is not 
located in Laax, but in Ba-
sel and it will be the venue 
where the TRYC will be held 
between the 29th and 31st 
of July.



The Powerhouse: Meet the Organisers

Riccardo Passarella
Communication & IT

22, from Ticino

Lars Kieni
Fundraising & PR

20, from Zurich

Seraina Petersen
Logistics & Events

22, from Argau

Cécile schluep
Logistics & Events

19, from Zurich

Andong Hu
Finances

20, from Basel



Caroline Widmer
Fundraising & PR

20, from Bern

Zoë Brunner
Communication & IT

19, from Zurich

Doris Fonseca Lima
Logistics & Events

19, from Basel

Allegra Margelisch
Finances

19, from Basel

Caspar Spillmann
Communication & IT

19, from Bern



Nina Weber
Fundraising & PR

19, from Basel

Laura Sharon Ahlborn
Fundraising & PR

19, from Germany

Manfredi Danielis
Logistics & Events

22, from Italy

Hannah Kierspel
Communication & IT

20, from Zurich

Ekaterina Gurevich
Logistics & Events

19, from Basel
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Gioia Bomatter
Communication & IT

21, from Basel

Nora Wilhelm
Head-Organiser

22, from Geneva




